WORK ZONE AWARENESS

DYNAMIC WORK ZONE AWARENESS
& TRACK WORKER SAFETY
Piper has developed an interface for Rail Control Center personnel to remotely set protection limits for
work zones. The system was designed in accordance with industry standard flagging rules and delivers
audio/video alerts to train operators indicating proximity to the approaching flagging points.
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“BY WORKING WITH THE RAILROAD’S OPERATIONS AND MoW
DEPARTMENTS, PIPER ANTICIPATES THAT OUR WORK ZONE
AWARENESS SYSTEM CAN REDUCE THE COST OF FLAGGING BY 50%.”
Workers’ UWB wearables
communicate with a portable
base station. The base station
transmits their position to the
Back Office Server which in turn
alerts train operators on their
TOD interface.

Benefits of Piper SecureTrackTM
•

Advanced track safety for PTC and CBTC

•

Micro-location of track workers and track intrusions

•

Dynamic, real-time work zone creation

•

Uses combination of positioning technologies for increased accuracy

•

Passive devices require no action from track workers

•

SecureTrackTM tags are wearable and have long lasting batteries

•

Train Operator Display is easy to use and alerts are customizable

•

Piper can deliver a custom TOD if one is not available

•

Works where cellphone and GPS signal is weak, like tunnels

•

Easily integrates with existing systems for streamlined reporting

SecureTrack also utilizes Piper’s advanced Rail Positioning System called HelixTM. The
solution is able to calculate position and speed over ground of a moving object using
multiple sensor inputs and technologies including; Ultra Wideband (UWB) ranging
technology, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), and Global Positioning System (GPS).

SecureTrack is a passive worker solution that will not distract
or interfere with their work and notifies train operators of track
worker presence or intrusions.

Piper’s Work Zone Awareness solution was successfully
demonstrated on NYC Subway’s 7 Line in January 2020 during a live
demo for NYCT, MTA and select members of the Press.

Piper Networks is an innovative IT solutions provider and systems integrator specializing in the transportation industry. Founded in 2011,
Piper helps transit operators enhance signaling systems by providing ultra-precise, real-time positioning information for trains, workers, and
equipment. Piper’s proprietary Ultra Wideband (UWB) and advanced TrackSightTM positional imaging technologies are designed to operate
in some of the most challenging environments, like subway tunnels and exposed elevated tracks, while maintaining pinpoint accuracy that
improves performance for transit agencies and PTC/CBTC suppliers.
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